
 Traitor Not Traitor 

 A gray wolf soberly walked through the forest, his mind spinning wildly. 

 A wolf. Stuck in thorns, blood forming into a puddle of crimson red, staining its once beautiful fur. 

 Untangling it, then nursing the wound. 

 “What are you doing? Saving your enemy! He’s from a different pack! You’re no wolf. Get out of 

 here, and don’t come back. You are exiled.” 

 The wolf snapped out of his agonizing thoughts and kept walking. He smelled rain. The 

 last word his pack ever spoke to him kept on repeating in his mind.  Exiled, exiled, exiled.  Why 

 can’t one wolf save another without being a “traitor” and getting kicked out? It had only been one 

 day since he had been exiled, but it felt like he had been walking for at least a month. A droplet of 

 rain landed on his nose. Then, more and more fell out of the dark gray sky. Thunder rumbled in the 

 distance. He quickened his pace, trotting now.  I have  to find shelter.  More thunder. This time, it 

 sounded extremely close. A hollow log lay ahead of him. He almost crashed, but at the last 

 moment he ducked into it. It was rotting, but at least it was a bit drier. Now, rain poured down, 

 engulfing the forest in water. The leaves did nothing for shelter. Lighting flashed out of nowhere. 

 The log trembled.  It won’t hold forever in this weather.  I should get out, but then where do I go? 

 He crept along the bottom of it, trying not to roll it over. When he got out, he frantically darted 

 through the slippery leaves covering the ground. Lightning flashed, about a few feet away from 

 him. His aching legs tore through the wetness, until one more flash, with a loud crack, ended his 

 running. His leg was on fire with the pain that the branch inflicted. He howled with the remaining 

 strength left in his body, then collapsed into the leaves. 

 A howl back, a non-threatening howl. 



 Something was sniffing him. 

 “I’ll help you, don’t worry.” A voice. Then he remembered that he got exiled for helping a 

 different wolf, and now someone was helping him? And that someone did not smell like him or his 

 old pack at all- but it was strangely familiar. 

 “No,” he growled. “Do not help me. Leave or face the consequences, like me.” 

 The stranger shook his head, then growled at the branch. It was lifted up, and the gray wolf 

 rolled out from under it. The stranger let it down and sighed. 

 “I was exiled for helping someone from a different pack.” 

 “It was you?!” It was still raining, and the darkness did not go away. 

 “It was!” The gray wolf tried to get up. 

 “Well, I’m glad you were there for me, and that now I can repay you. This storm is 

 terrible!” 

 The gray wolf and his new friend walked in silence through the forest, heading towards the 

 moors. In the forest, things like the branch could fall on them. Out on the plain moors, with hardly 

 any trees, they just had to worry about lightning. Suddenly, more wolves poured out of the forest. 

 His old pack. 

 “And why is an enemy wolf with the exiled?” The alpha asked. 

 “Helping him. And you can report me if you think it is right for wolves to ignore the dying, 

 the hurt. Every wolf matters, even if we don’t exactly live with them.” The wolf snarled. 

 “ He’s hurt?” 

 “Anyone can see that he’s hurt!” 

 The beta stepped forward. 

 “Alpha, they are very right. Why exile him just because he stood up for what was right?” 



 “It’s not right… if.” 

 “Are you okay?” She turned to the two wolves. They nodded. 

 “Fine. You can come back. Watch your step, it’s slippery.” Alpha turned and headed off the 

 opposite way that the gray wolf had been going. 

 Beta smiled and whispered “Careful, his pride was injured, and in front of the pack, too.” 

 “Thank you, I am going to try going back to my pack, and see what happens. Goodbye!” 

 The gray wolf said goodbye and followed his packmates into the woods. The rain was letting up 

 now, and light started to creep through the leaves. The gray wolf glanced back one more time, and 

 only saw the tip of a tail. 


